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It is known that a contact transformation does not change the form of
a Hamiltonian canonical system of differential euations. Transformations
not channg the canonical form are generally call canonical For the

transformations to be canonical, however, it is not nessa to be contact.
Although extension of the contact ransformations has been made it does
not include all the canonical transIormation. In the present note the nes-

sa and sucit condition for canonici is obtained purety algebraically

and theorems on canocal transformations pially the necsa d
sufficient condition for the existence of linear canonical but not contact

trsformafions for a Hamiltonian canonical system e prove.
Let

(1) 3tq -,p, q,
be a ven canocal system, where H is assumed not to contain the variable
g expcitly.

We transform the vafiabl q, p to Q, P by the equations

(C) O O(q, P), P P(q, ), (i n),
and assume that the uncfions O, P do not contain t and, for the conveence
of expiration, we shall use the matrix-, tensor- and vtor-notatio (The
dumm indices of tensors run over rom 1 to n.)

Writing

()

= = 2=

tonoy an Geophysics. vol I, o. 3, 47.
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3, 25.
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we have the canonical system (1) in the form

If we write

-NI (0’ --g/= c (c),

e vectors ()and ()bei contra-variant and co-variant resptively, the

ansfed system of the canonical system (8) bomes

where A’ etc. denote the transposed matrices of A etc. Hence

is necessary and sufficient for conserving the canonical form. Except when

det (AC "-g) O, the equation (6) is equivalent to

(D’ --B’<, ,_, ,,(g)- (_:) o.
where Em denotes the unit matrix of m-th degree.

A sufficient condition for (7):

(8)

is, in Lagrange’s bracket-expressions in Q, P-space, equivalent to

(9) [qr, Ps] 3s, [qr, qs] O, [Pr, Ps] O, (r, s 1 n).
Hence we obtain

Theorem 1" In order to conserve the form o.t a canonical system, it is

su]ficient that the transformation is contact. (8) is the necessary and sufficient
condition ]or the transformation (C) to be contact.

2. Zero-divisors.
as singular matrices,*}

\ lJl/ \ 1/
2

2n,

-p;o

-/go o,!
* Schreier-Spemer, Einfiihrung in die A.alytishe Geometrie und Algebra 2, 55.
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Then we have from U)

Theorem 2: The necessary and sufficient condition for the transformation
(C) to be canonical is

D’ --B’
--C’ A’]() Ez, a zero-divisor ol

the zero-divisors of the non-zero matrix (_) always dependExcept 0,

on the Hamiltonian function H. Hence we have

Theoren 3" Canonical transformations which do not depend on the

Hamiltonian function H, are necessarily contact transformations.
Since

( D’ --B’ (AB (D’A B’C En D’B B’D(10) \--C’ A’} \C D] E2n kA’C C’A A’D &B En
and

(D’A B’C- En)’ A’D &B- En,
(D’B- B’D)’ --(D’B- B’D),
(A’C-- Ay --(A’C-- C’A),

there exist only n + 2(--12n(n--1)) 2n --n independent elements in the

matrix (10). We shall put

dji aj.k--bji cjk- 3ik xik,

(113 dji bjk bi djk yik,

aj cj k c dj k zik,

and

(,*) X’/(y*) Y, (i, , ..., n),
(z*) Z.

OH OH- =/, -; , (i , ..., n),

then the equation (7) becomes

),kx ik + O, } (i 1, ..., n)"(12)
/xi + ), zi O,

especially for n 1,

2txu=O, /a#t=O.
Accordingly for n I the equations (12) have only one solution xu 0, ex-

cept the case in which
gH H
q 0,-@7--0.

Theorem 4 For n 1, the necessary and sucient conditionfor canonicity
is that the transformation (C) is contact.

3. Linear canonical transformations.
If (C) is a linear transformation, then the matrix (10)is constant, ttence

in order to have a canonical but not contact transformation, it is necessary
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that there exist functions ((p, q) and constant vectors \/(i)/satisfying

(13) --’ i=

We can easily prove the following

Lemma 1 The necessary and sucient condition or the existence of
functions (,(, q) ad vostat veets kl(,] wMch suite (13) s tkat we can

write
H(q, ..., q, p, ..., p,) K(Xa), X(), ..., X%

with
X,3 ,p pi,3 q, (i 1, ..., 2n 1),

where , l aenote suitably chosen constants.
We assume that the Hamiltoan function H satisfies me condition of

Lemma 1, and that the functions ()(, q) and the vtors k(,)] are linearly

independent resptively, then (12) is equivalent to the system of equations

(14)x () xs + Z)y O,
(i 1, n; j 1, l).

(14) sx + (xa O, "’
Accordingly,

Lemma 2: Tke ecessary ad sucfft condition for tke eistece of a

linear canonical but ot co,tact traformation is tkat the Hamiltonian function
H satires tke condition of mma 1 ad that there exist solutions x, y, z of

We wte

2(i)=
k2:(, (,=,u(,3/, (i 1, ..., 1)’,

(z)...
() ()...() .

For 2n--1, since the vto k,)] are finearly independent, the rank
of is 2n- 1. If we erase a suitable row, say (pacx, la), ..., lazn x), e
ran of the rue marx is still 2n- 1. This rue matx is nothing

but the coefficient-matrix of the system of the equations (14) for i 1:

0" ..., 2n-
And the only solution of is system is x O, yi O. (i 1, ..., n).

Next, we consider the equations i 2 o (14h. Since y --y’= 0 be-
cause of the above consideration, it must be xi 0, yi 0, (i 1, ..., n)
Reuenfing this proce we can conclude that the only solution is

:-a=0, ya O, k=0, (i, k l. .., n).
For 1 2n- 2, by erasg two rows, for instance (ia), ..., i(n-t)) d
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(/j<l), ..., /j<2,-2)), from the matrix , we obtain a quadratic matrix of the
(2n--2)-th degree: We write its determinant as D (2, /j). Then we can
prove that the system of values

z= (-z)- D(,,, ),
yij (_1)n + i- D (/i, I),
z/= (--1)- +- D(,-, b),

is a solution of (14), which is not all zero.

For l_2n- 3, by extending the proof for l 2n--2, we can easily

prove the existence of the solutions which are not all zero. Hence we obtain

Zemma 3 The necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of the

solutions x, y, z which .ale no, all zero, is l< 2n- 2, if (_2,) = O.
Finally we can prove:
Lemma 4 The system of equations

(11) D’A- B’C En + X, D’B -B’D Y, A’C--C’A Z
is soluble for A, B, C, D by taking a suitable set of X, Y, Z satisfying (12).
Among these solutions there exists a set A, B, C, D with det( 0.

Let.

D’B=, B=En,
then we have

D’=-, C=A--(E,+X)
(15) A’YA- (A’ (E, + X)- (E, + X’)A) =Z.
Conversely with a solution A of (15) we get B E,, D’= ---.- and C
(En + X) as the solution of (11)

We can prove the existence of the solution of 15) with det (A’Y + (tEn +
X)) 0 (16) by the method of the mathematical induction.

By combining these Lemmas we obtain
Theorem 5 In the case n

_
2, for the existence of a linear canonical but

not contact ransformation for the system

H H
qi

it is necessary and sufficient that we can select the constants ait,3, Ii, (i 1,
.., l 2n- 2; j 1, ..., n), so that, by putting

X’ ,ti(p’ I( qj Ci= 1,..., 1< 2n 2),
we may have

H(q, ..., qn, Pi, ..., Pn) K(XX), X,2>, ...,


